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Abstract—Touching characters are formed when two or more
characters share the same space with each other. Therefore,
segmentation of these touching character is very challenging
research topic especially for handwritten Arabic degraded
documents. This is one of the key issue in recognition of the
handwritten Arabic text. In order to make the recognition system
more effective segmentation of these touching handwritten
Arabic characters is considered to be very important research
area. In this research, a new method is proposed, which is used to
identify the junction or common point of Arabic touching word
image by applying overlapping or intersection set theory
operation, which will help to trace the correct boundary of the
touching characters, identify the broken characters and also
segmented these touching handwritten text in an efficient way.
The proposed method has been evaluated on Arabic touching
handwritten characters taken from handwritten datasets. The
results show the efficiency of the proposed method. The proposed
method is applicable to both degraded handwritten documents
and printed documents.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Recognition of handwritten characters, which is
challenging problem in the field of pattern recognition [1].
Mostly characters segmentation techniques are used to
recognize these segmented text and it is considered very
important step for recognition because incorrect segmentation
effects the recognition [2][3]. Almost everywhere in the
world, Libraries and National archives have huge volume of
historical and degraded documents in the form of books.
These valuable materials need proper attention in conversion
to machine readable format [4]. Although, researchers are
busy in solving the problems of these documents in order to
provide them in meaningful form for further studies,
researches and projects. Some of the work done in this regard
is only by scanning of these documents, which is not sufficient
to store these information in image format [5]. It requires
more research work to convert these historical handwritten
and degraded documents into machine understandable format.
Therefore, it is still considering as an open and important
research area. The big problem facing by researchers is by not
following the standard rules of writing in these documents
especially in Arabic handwritten documents. Which are facing

a lot of difficulties because of nature
language characters, where characters
direction of writing is from right to left.
lowercase letters both in printed and
writing [6][7].

and style of Arabic
are connected and
There is no upper or
handwritten Arabic

Arabic language consists of 28 characters and every
individual character has a fixed shape. As, in Arabic writing
characters are connected with each other to form words, these
connections change the shape of the characters i.e. shape of
isolated character is different than character in middle and end
of the word [8]. In Arabic handwriting, normally the writers
don‟t follow the standard writing rules, means the writer is
free to write according to his well, situation etc. so there are
great possibilities in writing a document that characters may
touch, overlap and not properly written and produce broken
character. So, in presence of these problems conversion of
handwritten text to electronic form is not fully succeeded and
problem becomes more serious, when dealing with touching
Arabic handwritten words because still there is a gap between
human and machine abilities in reading handwriting text under
noisy conditions especially for touching and broken Arabic
manuscripts. These challenging situation i.e. Connected/
touching components complicate the segmentation and
recognition process because of unavailability of databases [9]
and also some characters are combine with each other in such
a way that it forms ligatures [10].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
covers possible touching character types in the Arabic
handwritten documents. Section III describes the related
works. Algorithm details are in Section IV. Experimental
results are reported in Section V. Conclusion and future work
is discussed in Section VI.
II. TOUCHING CHARACTERS AND ITS TYPES
As Arabic writing, characters are connected with each
other. It creates a challenges situation by comparing with other
languages such as English. Therefore, general writing style
[11] and some of the touching and overlapping of characters
are shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 [12].
In Arabic handwritten documents, there are four
overlapping/touching types as shown in Table I.
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Some of the touching characters are highlighted in Fig. 4
[14].

Fig. 1. Overlapping of Characters with Touching.

Fig. 5. Possible Touching Structure.

Where

represents end-points,

Junction point and

Boundary of character.
III. RELATED WORK

Fig. 2. Overlapping without Touching.

By exploring the published literature related to junction
point detection, there is a lack of research work for
handwritten and printed Arabic characters but number of
methods proposed for other languages such as Chinese,
English and junction point detection for general images. Some
of the methods are discussed below.

Fig. 3. Touching by Mistake.

Based on Fig. 4 and Table I, some of the possible touching
structures are shown in Fig. 5.
TABLE. I.

Type

A

TOUCHING TYPES IN ARABIC HANDWRITING [13]

Letters

Sample

poT:[ , ى, و, ق, ن, ض, ص, ش, س, ز,ر
]ي
[ ل, ك, ظ, ط,]ا

Bottom:

B

C

D

Top:

[ و, م, ز,]ر

Bottom: [ ة, ض,]ص

Top: [ غ, ع, خ, ح,]ج
Bottom: [ ل, ك, ظ, ط,]ا

Top:

[ غ, ع, خ, ح,]ج

Bottom:

[]ه

Fig. 4. Touching Character in Arabic Handwriting.

In [15] proposed method is for stroke extraction of
handwritten Chinese characters. In proposed method first of
all character image is converted to binary image. Then apply
thinning algorithm to converted binary image. Next is to find
endpoints and fork point of the skeleton image and then these
points are checked with the original image of handwritten
Chinese character. Main objectives of this proposed method is
to increased segmentation and recognition ratio.
In [16], proposed a junction detection method, which is
used for solving the problem of segmentation of touching
characters i.e. two touching character string. This proposed
method is used only for uppercase printed English Alphabets
and this method is applicable to only single touching not
working for multiple touching.
Some of the limitations of this proposed method are:
1) Segmentation of English Uppercase character.
2) Used for selected printed characters.
3) Used for segmentation of single touching.
4) Not working for multiple touching and handwritten
characters.
In [17] Junction based approach for solving the problem of
touching remote sensing images. New formula also include
minimization criteria for the total weighted distance is
proposed. This will detect junction point accurately. Authors
claim that its results are much better than popular junction
detection detector such as Forstner, JUDOCA (Junction
Detection Operator based on circumferential Anchor) and
CPDA.
In [18] Junction based approach for solving the problem of
touching Chinese characters. The main drawback of this
method it is only used for identification not segmentation. In
Arabic language characters are connected with each other‟s
thus form sub words in the same word. Here in this work i.e.
identification of junction point only collect information
around this point and ignore the whole shape of a character.
This is very important step in recognition or writer
identification.
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In [19] Junction based approach for solving the problem of
touching Handwritten Devanagari Character Recognition.
Finding the junction point where chain code moves in more
than one direction in 8-connected neighborhood or in other
word a point which have more than two neighboring pixel.
The main drawback with this method is can‟t apply to Arabic
language because characters are connected with each for form
word or piece of word.
In [20] authors have proposed an improved skeletonization
method. This method is basically the combination of straight
and cures lines. Its main purpose to improve the junction point
detection and topological error near the junction point. This
method is only applied for architectural drawings and not for
handwritten character images.

Stage-2: In this stage, Endpoints are those points which
have only one neighboring point and which is located at the
end of character boundary. In Fig. 8 have touching character
image. Fig. 8(a) have four endpoints E1, E2 ,E3 and E4. While
tracing boundary between endpoints gets two sets E1E2 and
E3E4.
Set A
Set B

E1E2 ={(x1,y1),(x2,y2)……(xn,yn)}
E2E4 ={(x1,y1),(x2,y2)……(xn,yn)}

In Fig. 8(b) there are six endpoints E1, E2 ,E3, E4 , E5 , E6
and three sets E1E3, E2E5, E4E6.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD

Fig. 7. Binary and Thinned Image.

In this section is discussed the proposed method of finding
the junction point and identification of broken character in
touching handwritten Arabic character images [21]. The
outline of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 6.

E1

E2

E3

Stage-1: First stage of the model is Image preprocessing.
As the proposed method is working on binary images. Thus
first step is to convert the input image into binary by applying
standard Otsu‟s method. Binary image is that type of image in
which each pixel has two possible values 0 and 1, in other
word, this image has two colors background and foreground.
Next step is to apply thinning algorithm This Thinning
operation is also called skeletonization. This is a
morphological operation used to remove selected foreground
pixels from binary image. Its main objective is to preserve the
important information and make it easy for further processing.
Therefore, the output of thinning process is a binary image of
only one-pixel width lines. Preprocessing step is shown in
Fig. 7.

E4

(a)
E1

E2
E3
E4

E5
E6

(b)
Fig. 8. Touching Character Image.

Image Preprocessing
Set A

E1E3 ={(x1,y1),(x2,y2)……(xn,yn)}

Set B

E2E5 ={(x1,y1),(x2,y2)……(xn,yn)}

Endpoint and boundary tracing

Set C

E4E6 ={(x1,y1),(x2,y2)……(xn,yn)}

Apply intersection set theory to

Stage-3: This stage is to apply intersection set theory on
sets in Stage-2. By applying intersection set theory on Set A
and Set B shown in Fig. 9.

Identify junction point and broken
character

Fig. 6. Proposed Method Stages.

In Fig. 10 both sets have a common element and that is
common or touching point. Apply set theory for Set A, Set B
and Set C
While in Fig. 11, Set B and Set C have common element
that is the Junction point. Set A has no common element that
identify that character is broken.
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Set A

Set B

Fig. 13. Manual Touching Collected Data Sample.
TABLE. II.

Fig. 9. Overlapping Set Theory.

COLLECTED DATASETS

Dataset

Size

Purpose

IFN/ENIT

26459 Tunisian City Name

Offline handwritten
Text

CEDAR Arabic
Dataset

100 pages of text, each
comprises 150-200 words

Offline handwritten
Text
Offline handwritten
Text

AHDB
ArabicHandwritten 1.0

Junction Point

TABLE. III.

Fig. 10. Junction Point.

Offline handwritten
Text

5000 handwritten pages

RESULTS OF FINDING COMMON POINT

Touching
Type

Sample

Correctly Identify
Common point

Percentage (%)

A

90

88

97.7%

B

90

86

95.55%

C

90

80

88.8%

D

90

82

91.11%

Fig. 11. Identification of Broken Character.

Common point detection in
Touching Arabic handwritten text
100.00%
95.00%
90.00%
Fig. 12. Output Touching Image with end and Touching Point.

Fig. 12(a), (b), (c) and (d) shows input image, Thinned
Image, Endpoints and Junction point.

85.00%
80.00%
Type A

Type B

Type A

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed method is for finding junction point and to
identify the broken characters but due to lack of research and
standardized datasets for testing proposed method, especially
for touching characters. Data are collected from different
available dataset are shown in Table II and did some manual
work to make the touching types more complex shown in
Fig. 13.
Total number of sample collected 360 touching Arabic
handwritten words according to four different type of touching
characters shown in Table I. For each type equal numbers of
90 touching characters were selected. Proposed methods were
tested on collected data. In Table III describes the result of
each touching type.

Type B

Type C
Type C

Type D

Type D

Fig. 14. Analysis of Method.

Fig. 15. Sample Output.
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The weighted mean of these results is equal to 93.3%,
6.6% rate error because of variety and complexity of Arabic
Language. Fig. 14 shows graph of the Table III.

[6]

[7]

Some of the sample results are given in Fig. 15.
[8]

VI. CONCLUSION
Broken and touching of character images of handwritten
exists especially in ancient documents due to the quality of
scanning. Thus by exploring the literature for our research we
found that broken and touching characters extensively happen
in English, Number and Arabic handwritten historical
materials. Thus to identify junction point and broken
character, proposed new method for finding junction point
between the touching characters. This method is based on
handwritten Arabic calligraphy where touching of character is
most likely occurred. The proposed method is used
intersection set theory. This method is not only useful in
junction point but also identify the broken character as well. In
future this can be applied to others regional languages Urdu,
Farsi and many others, which are similar to Arabic language
and this method can also be applied to multiple touching
characters

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]
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